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BESPOKE DESIGNS ON TRADITIONAL PAINTS
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STYLISH INTERACTION
Italian paints are combined with customized design or
individual branding – these are the core elements of an
innovation called dimax®paint.
Dimax® paint refers to a a new opportunity for surface and
design looks now available by combining paint colours and
dimax® printing techniques with digital printing technology. Glossy, reflective, mat or rough finishes represent
a broad range of paints and are the perfect base for any
subsequent print. Decors adapted in colours and style as
well as the logo can be printed on top of the paint surface
and give the ideal finish.
The paint options consist of using five different techniques
and styles with an extensive colour palette available. The
colours are painted on flame retardant synthetic boards
or wallpper and subsequently printed with dimax® digital
printing technology.
Once finished, boards can be cut easily with a knife or saw
or wallpaper applied to the wall as usual. Both dimax®
paint and dimax® print are able to be washed .

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
wallpaper:
width: 105 cm or 150 cm
flame retardant: B1
installation: the printed wallpaper will be glued to the wall
boards:
thickness: 1, 2, 3, 4 mm
size: maximum of 205 x 305 cm
flame retardant: B1
installation: the printed boards will be glued or screwed or
fixed in profiles
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INNOVATION IN SHOP DESIGN
individual ... elegant ... fashionable ...
Dimax®paint boards put emphasis on an outstanding shop fit out due to the numerous options of
colours, decors and branding opportunities. Our design team is pleased to assist you in 3D
visualisations and room concepts to facilitate your decisions.
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SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
Dimax®paint boards are particularly suitable for back walls
in display cases, cupboards or presentation tables.
Furthermore, they can be perfectly applied as wall
claddings or partitions. We are developing concepts to
endorse your brand which is why we adapt the wall design
to the general shop concept. Shopping will become a real
experience.
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RELAX
Help your guests feel at home and let them discover the friendly and welcoming atmosphere transmitted by your innovative
interior design. Dimax®paint panels are the ideal solution for
transforming bare walls to the perfect feel and look.
Perfectly matching colours, the choice of different surface
finshes and bespoke digital prints will create your dream using
bespoke font designs, delicate floral decors, simple textures or
fancy company logos. Our team is happy to develop the right
solution for you!
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FANCY FURNITURE
Elegant and modern materials build the base for fancy
furniture ideas. Dimax® paint represents one of these
materials.
The 3mm thick and flexible panels can be applied easily on
walls, as backpanels or integrated in furniture pieces. The
combination of Italian paint and digital print can be considered
as an innovation and are therefore the perfect opportunity to
create modern and sophisticated interior decorations. Please
have a look at our decor data base on www.glasdekor.org to
get some impressions or contact our design team for fancy
solutions.
Due to the bending characteristic, the panels are perfectly
suitable for furniture. Italian paint technique combined with
customized furniture manufacturing is absolutely unusual and
extraordinary.
www.glassdecor.at
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				IN A NUTSHELL
1) Choose colour and style: The Italian paint is available in five painting techniques which differ in surface structure
and reflections. Within these style options you can select your favorite look from a broad range of colours.
2) Choose additional design: Once finished with the painting details, choose your added value decor and your personalised
artwork is ready for implementation.

SHARAZADE
The glossy style. Sharazade benefits from its glossy impression.
The surface is structured and pretends a sandy look.

SETTEVELI
The structured style. Smooth sand structure and a mix out of
semi-mat and glossy tone transmit an antique look of high value.

MADREPERLA
The pearl style. As the name already reveals Madeperla seems to
be a pearl. Metallic reflection is the associating criteria that can be
found troughout all colours. The surface is elegant and semi plane.

VEICOT PEARL
The attractive style. Innovative Renaissance? That is the perfect
description for the Veicot Perl. A mix out of bright and dark as well
as the semi-glossy effect create the perfect result.

FARBEL
The classical style. Fabel represents typical Italian trowel technique
and has a classical plane and mat surface.
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1) COLOUR
SHARAZADE

SETTEVELI

MADREPERLA

VEICOT PEARL

FARBEL

2) DESIGN
PA_195a

FT_021

PA_278

PA_095c

CO_120

You can find more designs on www.glasdekor.org or send us your own design.
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INSTALLATION
WALLPAPER:
The finished wallpaper will be glued to the wall. Although the wallpaper is
cut to size, there will be an overlap between the panels to assure perfect
match and seamless installation, Further, the dimax®paint is as washable
as the traditional paint.
TECHNICAL DETAILS:
wallpaper:
width: 105 cm or 150 cm
flame retardant: B1
installation: the printed wallpaper will be glued to the wall. There will be no
changes in wet installation.

BOARDS:
Boards can be cut easily with knife or saw. Further, the dimax®paint is as
washable as the traditional paint.
thickness: 1, 2, 3, 4 mm
size: maximum of 205 x 305 cm
flame retardant: B1

www.infoserv.at

installation: the printed boards will be glued or screwed or fixed in profiles

Your dimax®paint-Partner:

Varia Polska
Patrick Matussek
ul. Grzybowska 103
05-520 Konstancin-Jeziorna
Tel.: 0048 693 922 193
www.variapolska.pl

